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A teacher (an educator) is a person who helps others to acquire knowledge, competences
or values.
The way a teacher promotes the course she/he is teaching affects how much benefit the
student will get out of the subject matter.
The three most important aspects of teacher enthusiasm are:
 enthusiasm about teaching,
 enthusiasm about the students, and
 enthusiasm about the subject matter.
A teacher must enjoy teaching. If they do not enjoy what they are doing, the students will be
able to tell. The teacher also needs to be enthusiastic about the subject matter she/he is
teaching. A spark in the teacher may create a spark of excitement in the student as well. An
enthusiastic teacher has the ability to be very influential in the student's life.
It has been found that teachers who showed enthusiasm towards the course materials and
students, can create a positive learning experience [1]. These teachers do not teach by rote
but attempt to find new invigoration for the course materials on a daily basis [2].
Like many other people based professions, communications skills are essential to medical
practice also. The ability to communicate effectively is a core competency for medical
practitioners [3].
Better communication between doctor and patient builds confidence, improves compliance,
and reduces mistakes and mishaps, thereby reducing malpractice suits [4].
Active listening, as a part of communication between doctor and patient, is one of the most
important skills one can have.
Teaching and practicing it, isn’t typically taught in a textbook.
In order to bring this skill closer to our listeners, I made this short animated video with my
colleague Dr Riste Sekuloski.
We were enthusiastic and we really enjoy teaching and developing aids to achieve the goal.
We hope that you will find it useful during your teaching sessions too.
The link to this video is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3XZg_zbFew&list=PLFlIsYkYCsxZqj3wRYgPsfR_sOOLHghn
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